
Carving Materials:  Antler, Bone and Ivory

The information contained herein originally appeared on www.thecarvingpath.net or www.thecarvingpath.com 
forums.  This compilation is copyrighted by TheCarvingPath.net, and each separate posting and/or image is 
copyrighted by the original poster.  This information may be freely distributed for the purposes of learning these 
or similar techniques, but may not be sold or otherwise distributed for financial gain in any manner.  Many of the 
procedures or techniques described herein are dangerous, employ toxic or otherwise hazardous substances, or 
may produce toxic or hazardous substances in the process of employment, such as dust or other evolved products.  
This information is not intended for use by beginners or those uninformed about the proper use of the equip-
ment, materials or substances described.  For heaven’s sake, do be sensible and safe when using these or similar 
techniques.  If you aren’t absolutely certain you are capable of using this information safely, then ask questions 
or seek help and guidance by those who are.

Bone:  (by Steve Ellsworth)  Best process I know of is Petsmart processed dog bones.  Nice dense clean 
white no grease ready to go no fuss no muss  Enjoy.

Carven down rub ‘em with linseed oil and after a while they look real good, I have done some combo 
pieces with walrus ivory carvings mounted in shadow box.  Dog bone cabs other than the marrow grain 
on thewalrus its hard to tell them apart.

Question:  (by firewoodstudio)  I have seen several carvings that are of bone.  What kind of bone do you 
use to carve, and where do you get it?  I would like to try some small pieces for jewelry carving.

Answer:  (by toscano)  Whenever I carved bone I used the shin bones of a cow.  You can get those at a 
good butcher.

To prepare I do the following:  I ask the butcher to remove the ends (though they are often removed already) 
so I am left with a ‘cylinder’ for all practical purposes, with the marrow running through the length.

I then remove the marrow and clean up the piece as well as I can (I find that ants and other critters will do 
the trick if I leave it in my back yard for a few days, assuming no dog or raccoon uses it for their lunch).
Then simmer the bone in water with some sort of clothes detergent for an hour or two. Don’t boil... Sim-
mer.

Remove, wash, and cut lengthwise so you have a couple of long and straight pieces.
At this point it is useful to remove all signs of anything that isn’t bone and parts of bone that look ‘oily’. 
They have a yellower colour. If left as is, they tend to spread.
I then usually leave them in the sun for as many as 30 days, or until I am happy with the colour.

Question:  (by firewoodstudio)  After they have set for a while, the 30 or so days, Can you bleach them? 
And will that make the bone any whiter?



Answer:  (by toscano)  The simmering in detergent and the days in the sun should blech it pretty 
well.

I believe you can bleach it further if needed, but I have not tried it. I like a little colour, personally, 
so I often just leave it in the sun (after it has thoroughly dried) a few days only.

Answer:  (by Donn Salt)  Beef thigh bone tend to be the thickest. The older the animal the thicker 
the bone. Quite grainy though. Cut, scraped clean as possible then boiled, and yes, bleached with 
a standard domestic bleach. Ready to work in a week.

A much finer grained bone is horse, which is a beautiful, subtle cream color. That probably de-
pends on diet too.

Farm or ranch fatalities often a source for naturally bleached material if you have access to such 
to wander over.
Calcium materials as in the various ivories are much nicer to work being smoother, more solid than 
bone and more forgiving.

Apart from ice age mastadon and mammoth one of the most appealing fresh, legal ivory comes 
from the humble African wart hog.

Question:  (by tatonka)  Are the bones that are for sale in pet supply strores still suitable for carv-
ing, or has the processing of them altered their makeup? I know that they are very dry when com-
pared to “fresh” bone.

Answer:  (by toscano)  I would steer clear of petshop bones (unless you have a dog smile.gif ).
I don’t exactly know what process they undergo, but it seems like some kind of roasting and I can 
see all sorts of oils leeching into the material.

Any butcher should be able to get some raw bones for you and in fact slice them lengthways too 
if (s)he isn’t busy.

Answer:  (by Donn Salt)  Can’t say about pet shop supplies. If there is still oil darkening the bone 
it is not ‘clean’, hense using bleach to break down the oils and fats. Too strong a bleach and too 
long a soak will damage the bone.

If a bleached, bone carving is worn extensively it will absorb the natural oils from the skin causing 
the appearence to alter with a lovely richness developing.



Answer:  (by NuViking)  Pet store bones are offen smoked. I use to buy them for the dog but 
unfortunatly the ride home in the truck would get way to brutal to handle. Dont know why he can 
chew on a cooked bone and nothing happens but them pet store bones do not treat us well at all. 
Cooking a bone from a roast after simmering can give it an interesting patina. The only problem I 
have ever had with this was, You guesed it the dog.

I had made a knife using a bone from a wild boar roast that was simmered but with no detergent. I 
come home from work to find my almost finished but not sharpened knife laying on the floor with 
the handle chewed almost off. I suppose he didnt like the taste of the epoxie because most of that 
was still there but the bone was history.

Hippo Tusk Ivory:  Question:  (by larry harley)  How do you get the enamel off of them?  I’ve 
used bleach but that takes a long time
 
Answer:  (by tom Sterling)  I soak them in muriatic acid. Takes about 20-30 minutes, maybe more 
depending on the thickness of the enamel. There’s a scum of soft, sticky and yucky material left on 
the surface that I scrape off with something hard and expendable. After the yuck is scraped off, I’d 
soak them in water with baking soda to neutralize the acid. I don’t have to tell you to wear rubber 
gloves and eye protection with the acid, right?

PS You can use wax resists and the muriatic acid and etch the enamel where the wax isn’t for some 
interesting effects.

PPS Vinegar would work also, but take longer. However, I would worry about water soaking in 
during long imersions and then cracking the ivory during drying.

Answer:  (by Donn Salt)  Not cognisant about legal hippo ivory in the general scheme of things 
but when you look at legit dealers they will also supply documentation clearing material from old, 
sick and culled animals.

Hippo ivory, unlike elephant, has an extremely hard and shiny enamel outer covering which has to 
be removed before working. Same with boar, but not on warthog which makes it easier to prepare 
for carving.  However the ivory underneath is fantastic. Very hard and fine grained.

In the days before synthetics hippo ivory was the prefered material from which false teeth were 
made.

Ivory (General)  Question:  (by firewoodstudio0  I have some small thin pieces of Ivory. What I 
would like to know has anyone used epoxy with ivory. Has anyone used epoxy with ivory to ad-
here several pieces of ivory to each other? Has any one used epoxy to adhere ivory to ebony?



Answer:  (by musket )  Epoxy will work fine for bonding ivory to ivory or ivory to ebony. That 
being said, the fit better be very good if you don’t want an ugly glue line. You can also use a good 
cyanoacrylate. I prefer Loctite gel. I use this to dop stones for faceting. Very strong.

Answer:  (by Sebastián Urresti)  I work with bone and I think that ivory is more dense, what ap-
plys to bone must apply to ivory... I ́ve never used epoxy but the glue that the woodworkers use 
(and a tight clamp) to glue bone to bone and bone to ebony and the result is ONE piece. The glue 
doesn ́t leave space between the pieces glued, you can ́t see even a line... ohmy.gif
I use a taz (the little plane jewelleres ́ anvil) with different sandpapers to let the faces perfectly 
even then glue them and hold them 24 hours with a simple c-clamp to make sure that the glue will 
work (otherwise you can separate the two pieces with one hand) and after you can work with pow-
ertools and every other regular tool that you use.  I hope that this explanation works!

Fossil Ivory  Question:  (by magnus homestead)  I am looking for new materials to work with and 
have been very pleased with the look of fossilized ivory in various members work. But, new to this 
material, I don’t know where to obtain it or what I may want to be looking out for.

Answer:  (by Jim Kelso)  Old ivories are one material I like to see in person before I commit. 

Mammoth seems to me more sensitive to humidity changes than elephant, so it’s important to keep 
it from sudden dramatic atmospheric changes and to avoid overheating while working it.

Various Other Materials:  (by Bradford Blakely )  For those of you who are tired of working in 
natural materials only, try using Corian, Swanstone, or any opf the other acrylics in the market-
place. I use Corian and Swanstone since these materials come in so many colors including faux 
granites. Plexiglas and Acrilex are good for adding colors to your work. Acrilex comes in metal-
lics, glitter and frosted colors. Acrylics can be carved, cut and polished just like ivory and polish 
to a bright sheen with 6000 grit abrasive sheets. A good source for sand paper sheet stock is Rio 
Grande of New Mexico. There is a website, but orders must be placed on the toll free line with a 
catalog.

That’s about it for the materials blog. If you have questions about any of these materials, I can 
supply the names and websites of where to buy samples online. Some of the companies will send 
free sample chips of all the colors they manufacture, as did the Swanstone rep in Phoenix. It was 
enough to last me for years since I make netsuke and ojime which are very small.

Amber:  Question: (by kwinn)  In a thread in the Techniques section, there is a discussion of using 
Amber for eye inlays. I’m interested in giving it a try, but I would appreciate a few pointers.

What kind of Amber works best (I assume there are different varieties or grades of Amber)?



Where do you get Amber and how do you ensure you get the right kind?

What tools do you use to shape the Amber? (power or hand tools?) Is it sensitive to heat generated 
by power tools?

Any other hints for working with Amber?

Answer:  (by Janel)  I attend a gem and mineral show in Bloomington, MN, near the Mall of Amer-
ica. It occurs twice a year, and is nothing like the Tucson gem and mineral show in size. There is 
an amber dealer there, and others who include amber in their inventory. Many are selling prepared 
necklaces, pendants etc, but I look for the unworked lumps. They often have been polished and 
perhaps a window has been opened to view the inside if the amber has a dark or dirty exterior.

Usually I am looking for pieces that say something to me, so it takes me a while to paw through 
the trays. (I have more amber waiting to be carved than I have already carved, same with the wood, 
but without it, I would not have the option to use any of it.) For eyes, I use clear amber. One visit 
to the g&m show I found small polished slabs which I cut into strips and the strip then is cut in half 
lengthwise. All with consideration for the sizes needed. Those long, slender pieces are either made 
into shafts, or cut for individual lens shaping for the eyes.

Sergey Osipov has made an interesting set of eyes for his shark carving (look on his web site). A 
portion of the eye is translucent, the other portion is clear. It yields a very nice effect.

I always treat amber with care and gentle pressure. It shatters easily, or cracks into the body of the 
material with too much pressure. I prefer using files, sandpaper and sharp scraping tools. I feel 
that Amber, like Mammoth Ivory, are not renewable resources, though I do not know how great a 
quantity exists in the world of either one. Their age alone commands respect, and the beauty of the 
material is unmatchable.

While at the g&m show I have seen work that has obviously been carved with power tools, which 
makes fast and cheap objects for sale. Not my style. I imagine that it might be possible that it was 
power cut with water to keep it cool and buffed with power wheels with polishing compound (resi-
due seen), but I do not know this for a fact.

I have used the microgrinder occasionally to create a cylindrical shaft for inlay for horn, but not 
amber thinking that it was too brittle. I might give it a try, but usually the eyes in my carvings are 
not circular except for the 1-2mm peeper eyes. Each eye is individually carved in my larger eyed 
carvings.

At the g&m shows, necklaces are offered, with larger beads strung on a cord. This would provide 



material for carving, pre-shaped and pre-drilled if one were to want to carve in the round ojime-
like beads or larger pendants, or to be used as raw material for cutting into inlay sizes. Again, I use 
my creative choices rather than knowing qualities. Of course, I am always looking for the ultimate 
in clarity and color, but the swirly opacity in the nuggets has also been added to my drawer of 
amber. The amber there is waiting for any one piece to present what it could be when I am looking 
at it before carving it. I occasionally see almost pure white and am fascinated with it, so that too 
is in my drawer.

Sanding papers: I use wet-dry grits from 220*-2000 cut into small rectangles, perhaps 3/4 x 1”, 
what ever works. I mark the back sides with different color markers and key the little partitioned 
tackle trays I keep it all in. I have recently acquired higher meshes from wood working stores 
and interesting samples from friends. Jewelers and dental tool and supply might also have higher 
grades and grits to offer. 2000 has worked to get it to the polishable stage. Once there, certain that 
all of the scratches are worked out, I use a liquid paste used to remove haze and minor scratches 
from plexiglas, I think it is a Novus product. It helps to bring out a bright and glossy surface. It 
is water soluable, so I have it liquid, dried to a paste, and dried, all offering something different 
when I need a choice. Little film canisters are an asset for saving small quantities of materials at 
the carving bench...

(*I do not use 220 on amber, only the roughest jobs need the lowest grit.)

Wet-dry implies use when wet, and I do use it wet with amber and sometimes mammoth and antler. 
I also use a dust collector on low to capture the sanding dusts. 


